
EE359 – Lecture 15 Outline

Announcements:
Project proposal due Friday 5pm (post to website)
Class Monday Nov. 29 moved from 11am to 5:15pm

Review of Last Lecture

Estimation Error in Adaptive MQAM

Estimation Delay in Adaptive MQAM

MIMO Systems 

Overview to Equalization

Review of Last Lecture

Variable-rate variable-power MQAM
Optimal power adaptation is water-filling
Optimal rate adaptation is R/B=log(γ/γk)

Finite Constellation Sets
Use heuristic to assign rates to regions
Channel inversion power control in each region

Practical Constraints

Constellation updates: fade region duration

Error floor from estimation error
Estimation error at RX can cause error in absence of 
noise (e.g. for MQAM)
Estimation error at TX causes mismatch of adaptive 
power and rate to actual channel

Error floor from delay: let ρ(t,τ)=γ(t-τ)/γ(t).
Feedback delay causes mismatch of adaptive power 
and rate to actual channel
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Detailed Formulas

Error floor from estimation error (γ≠γ)

Joint distribution p(γ,γ) depends on estimation: hard to 
obtain. For PSAM the envelope is bi-variate Rayleigh

Error floor from delay: let ξ=γ[i]/γ[i-id].

p(ξ|γ) known for Nakagami fading
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Multiple Input Multiple 
Output (MIMO)Systems

MIMO systems have multiple (r) transmit and 
receiver antennas

With perfect channel estimates at TX and RX, 
decomposes into r independent channels

RH-fold capacity increase over SISO system
Demodulation complexity reduction
Can also use antennas for diversity (beamforming)
Leads to capacity versus diversity tradeoff in MIMO

Capacity of MIMO Systems

Depends on what is known at TX and RX and if 
channel is static or fading

For static channel with perfect channel 
knowledge at TX and RX, waterfilling over space 
is optimal power allocation:

Similar idea in fading, based on short-term or long-
term power constraint

Without channel knowledge, capacity metric is 
based on an outage probability

Main Points

Adaptive MQAM need not change more than every 
10-100 symbol times.

Estimation error and delay lead to irreducible error 
floors in adaptive MQAM

Multiple antennas at both TX and RX greatly 
enhance capacity and reduce complexity. 

Alternatively, can be used for diversity gain


